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INTRODUCTION

• Belief propagation: models how updates to 
subsets of nodes permeate throughout the 
entirety of belief networks

• Scaling to large-scale graphs of billions 
edges requires:
• Input format, algorithmic, implementation 

and hardware optimizations
• Credo supports multiple implementations 

tuned to specific graph types and choose 
best one automatically for execution

DESIGN

• Parse graph using custom yet efficient 
input format while calculating metadata

• Options for loopy BP processing include: 
• Paradigm: by node or by edge
• Hardware: single CPU thread or on 

GPU
• All include Array of Structs (AoS), 

single joint probability matrix, work 
queue optimizations

• Using metadata as features, utilize 
random forest classifier trained on 
benchmark graphs to select the best 
option automatically

CONCLUSIONS

• Credo utilizes a suite of optimized CPU and 
GPU implementations for portable, large- scale 
BP computation

• Chooses best approach automatically with high 
accuracy

• Attains over 120x speedup on benchmark 
machine and over 180x on others

RESULTS

Figure 2. Runtimes of Various 
Implementations on Benchmark Graphs

Figure 3. Heatmap of Feature Covariances 
to Labels

DISCUSSION

Figure 4. Classifier F1-Scores by Training Data 
Size 

Figure 5. Runtimes of Credo vs Naïve 
Implementation Selection

• Work queues offer significant performance improvement especially for node-based implementations by redundant calculations
• OpenMP and OpenACC poorly suited for BP due to high scheduler overheads, hardware idiosyncrasies and API limitations

• Control offered by supported implementations required
• Decision tree-based classifiers well-suited to the task due to small data size, support for non-linear relationships, covariances among the features 

and domain of the features themselves
• Portable to different GPU architectures although cannot fully account for major hardware differences

Figure 1. A simple belief network Figure 7. Processing Paradigms
Figure 6. Loopy Belief Propagation 

(BP) Algorithm


